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What Really Determines Case Government 
in Old English?* 
Gwang-Y oon Goh 
1. Case Government in Old English Verbs Yet to Be Explained 
One conspicuous difference between Old English (OE) and Modem Eng-
lish (ModE) is that compound verbs (CVs) in OE can be made very freely 
by combining a preposition and a verb. Moreover, unlike ModE in which 
the meanings of preposition-verb (P-V) CVs (e.g., overcome, undermine) 
are not usually obtained from their components in a compositional waY,l 
most OE P-V CVs are more transparent so their meanings can be derived 
from the meanings of their parts. One may observe in this regard that 
many OE CV s behave compositionally in their argument subcategorization 
as well, that is, the prefix (i.e., P) as well as the head (i.e., V) contributes 
to the argument structure of the CV. Thus, unlike our general expectation 
• This is a revised and extended version of Goh (1999). In particular, word-by-word 
glossing for all the given Old English examples, which was removed to save space in 
Goh (1999), was restored in this version. An earlier version of this paper was pre-
sented at the 10th International Conference on English Historical Linguistics (ICEHL), 
Manchester, U.K., August 1998. I would like to thank the participants at that pre-
sentation for their helpful comments. I would also like to thank Brian Joseph,. Bob 
Kasper, Alan Brown, Craig Hilts, Steve Keiser, and the two anonymous Language 
Research referees for their invaluable comments and suggestions on various points 
of this paper. Of course, none of them are responsible for any errors. 
1 P represents a preverb (e.g., wip of OE wip-cweam or over of ModE over-come) 
which is assumed to be originally a preposition in its underlying representation, 
whereas V indicates a simplex verb (e.g., cweam of wip-cweam or come of over-
come). Moreover, the following abbreviations are used throughout this paper: OE 
(ModE) = Old English (Modem English); NP = noun phrase; P-V CV = preposition-verb 
compound verb; Vi (Vt) = intransitive (transitive) verb; [ace] ([dat], [gen]) = accusa-
tive (dative, genitive); [ACC] ([DAT], [GEN]) = periphrastic prepositional accusative 
(dative, genitive); sb (sth) = somebody (something). 
2 In general, the head of a word is defined as one of the constituent elements of 
the word which detennines the properties of the whole word. In OE P-V CV s, the 
right-hand member, as is well known, detennines most important properties of the 
~~liff9'e (ISSN 0254-4474) All 36 =cl All I ~ (2000. 3), 123-159 123 
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about the behavior of the head and a nonhead,2 many OE P-V CVs show 
that although the head V determines most of the morphosyntactic features 
of the whole CV, the valence of the CV is jointly determined by the head 
V and the nonhead P. This point is well demonstrated by the comparison of 
the respective case government of P-V CV s and their component V and P 
(Kim 1997).3 Consider the following examples: 
(1) gan and ymb-gan 
a. se pe fylgep me ne gEe} he on peostro 
he who follows me not goes he into darkness 
'he who follows me shall not go into darkness' (BIHom 103.31) 
b. Ymb-eode pa ides Helminga dugupe ond geogope 
around-went then lady of-Helmings veterans and youths 
drel reghwylcne, 
part each [acc] 
'then the lady of the Helmings went around every group of the 
veterans and the youths' (Beo 620-620) 
(2) ymb 
a. Aras pa se rica, ymb hine rinc manig, 
rose then the noble around him [acc] man many 
'the noble and many a man around him rose up' (Beo 399) 
b. He ferde eft siClClan embe sumere neode 
he went again afterwards about some need [dat] 
'afterwards he went again about some need' (lECHom ii. 508.15) 
Can in (la) is an intransitive verb which does not take any object, whereas 
ymb-gan in (lb) is a transitive verb which takes an accusative object. Note 
that the preposition ymb takes an accusative or dative object in (2). The 
observation about the case government in (1) and (2) shows us that the 
whole compound, including categorial features, morphological classes, and other inherent 
features such as tense, aspect, person, and number; the left-hand member P does not 
influence the determination of those features. Therefore, we can regard the right-hand 
member V as the head of the OE P-V CV and expect that this head will also 
determine other important features like the subcategorization of the whole compound. 
3 Campbell (1959: §72 fn. 1) seems to be the first to observe the contribution of the 
prepositional prefix to the subcategorization of the whole compound verb in OE. This 
observation was also made by other studies such as de la Cruz (1973), Mitchell (1985: 
§§l065-Hl66), and Kirn (1997). 
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subcategorization of the P is percolated to that of the whole CV. 
Furthermore, in these examples, we can see that the meaning of the CV is 
so transparent that it can be compositionally obtained from its constituent 
parts. Thus, the meaning of ymb 'around' combines with the meaning of 
gan 'to go' to produce the compositional meaning of the whole CV ymb-gan 
'to go around.' 
The following examples are more interesting because they show that a 
preposition combines with a transitive verb which can take its own NP 
object and that both the head and the nonhead contribute to the argument 
structure of the whole CV.4 
(3) cwelhn and wip-cwetbn 




pa word avepao 
those words [acc] speak 
'they will speak those words to him in glory' 
b. gif inc hwa ores wip-avepe 
contradicts 
(Christ 401) 
if you-two [dat] anyone that [gen] 
'if anyone contradicts you about that' (BlHom 71.1) 
Wip-cwetbn 'to refuse, contradict' in (3b) is a ditransitive and takes dative 
and genitive at the same time, whereas avetbn 'to speak' can take either 
dative and accusative at the same time or accusative alone but never takes 
genitive. Therefore, we can infer that the genitive case would come from P 
and this is ascertained by the following examples showing the case 
government of wip, which takes genitive, dative, or accusative: 
(4) wip 
a. micel liget fleah of orere dune swilce flan 
great lightning flew from the mountain like arrows 
witJ pres hreoenan folces 
against the heathen folk [gen] 
'great lightning flew from the mountain like arrows against the 
heathen folk' (lECHom i. 504.29) 
4 Even though ditransitive P-Vt CVs such as wip-anei'bn, in which P (wip) as well 
as V (anei'bn) contributes to the subcategorization of the whole CV, do not seem to 
be very common in OE, OE does have instances of such P-Vt CVs and other 
languages including Greek and Latin show similar examples. Thus, aap-lfepJ({;) 'to 
send a person with another' in Greek comes from the preposition auv 'with' and the 
simplex verb lfepJ({;) 'to send a person/thing.' and Em-/3oaAl:ufJI 'to plot against a 
person < to plan (a thing) against a person' comes from the preposition elfi 'against' 
and the simplex verb j30aAEUfJI 'to plan a thing.' 






the body [dat] 
b. se d1£g cwne 
the day come 
hine ged1£lon 
him separate 
'the day shall 
body' 
come that he must separate himself from the 
(BlHom 97.20) 
c. he forgifep eaU swa hw1£t swa pes middangeard 1£r 
he forgives all whatsoever this world previously 
wip hine 1£byligoa geworhte 
against him [acc] offenses made 
'he shall forgive all offenses whatsoever this world has previ-
0usly committed against him' (BIHom 9.12) 
In connection with the case government of such OE P-V CV s, Kim 
(1997: 44-56) correctly observes that the CVs assign the case from the 
simplex V with the case assigned by the P as optional. What is interesting, 
however, is that some well-attested, ditransitive P-V compounds such as 
wip-cweiXm, wip-bregdan, and wip-standan take only [dat, gen], although 
other combinations, as is expected from her proposal, are logically possible 
out of the two cases from a head verb (i.e., [acc] and [dat]) and the three 
cases from the nonhead P wip (i.e., [acc] , [dat], and [gen]): [acc, acc], [acc, 
datJ, [ace, genJ, [dat, acc] , [dat, datJ.5 
Although several studies such as Campbell (1959: §72 fn. 1), de la Cruz 
(1973: 161, 164), Mitchell (1985: §§1065-1066), Kim (1997) have noted the 
prepositional function of the prefix P in OE P-V CV s, correctly pointing out 
the contribution of the prefix to the argwnent structure of P-V CV s, none 
of them explain such peculiar case government of OE P-V CV s. 
In particular, even though Kim (997), in her discussion of OE P-V CV s, 
provides a way of making the head control the subcategorization inheritance 
by adopting the mechanism of argument attraction, which is proposed by 
Hinrichs and Nakazawa (1989, 1994), she still has to explain what really 
controls the subcategorization inheritance, resulting in such a peculiar case 
government pattern involved in OE verbs. Thus, this paper is aimed at pro-
viding a principled account of why a certain case is used for a P-V 
5 V [casei, casez] indicates that the verb takes two NP arguments whose cases are 
[casei] and [casez], respectively, whereas V [caseJcasez] means that the verb takes 
either an NP [casei] or an NP [casez]. 
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compound when more than one case is logically possible, thereby addressing 
the issue of what, besides grammatical roles or functions, determines the 
case government of OE verbs.6 
2. Relative Obliqueness and Case Government in Old 
English 
2.1. What Really Distinguishes Morphological Cases in Old English? 
There have been many studies which attempt to explain the syntactic and 
semantic contribution of OE morphological cases and most of those studies have 
tried to explain what the OE cases encode on the basis of traditional notions of 
case government. Thus, OE cases might be explained in terms of the 
grammatical relations they encode, that is, the nominative encodes subjects, the 
accusative direct objects, and the dative indirect objects. However, few of the 
accounts based on this traditional view have been very successful in explaining 
what OE cases really encode, because, although such accounts may be 
appropriate in many cases, they are inappropriate in many other instances, 
making it difficult to formulate a generalization which can be applied to various 
uses of OE non-subject cases. In particular, the object marking of many OE 
verbs is so variable that we can easily find such alternative case markings, as 
in (5), and they are often found in the same text or context, as in (6), or even 
in the same sentence, as in (7): 
(5) a. ond <la jolgode feorhgeni<llan 
and then followed deadly-foes [ace/pI] 
'and then he pursued his deadlyfoes' (Beo 2928) 
b. him jolgiap fuglas 
him [dat] follow birds 
'birds follow him' (Phoen 591) 
(6) a. he ~ eal wipsacan wolde 
he that [acc] all refuse would 
'he wished to refuse that all' (eOE : LS 35 (Vitpatr) 85) 
6 Another relevant question to be answered by any reasonable morphological theory 
which assumes the notion of the head will be how to explain the contribution of 
nonheads in subcategorization inheritance. See Kim (1997) and Goh (1998) for relevant 
discussions. 
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b. hwaoer he ealles p::es wipsaam 
whether he all that [genJ refuse 
'whether he wished to refuse all that' 
wolde 
would 
(COE : LS 35 (Vitpatr) 81) 
(7) a. se f::eder wiiJsoc his beame, and p::et beam wiiJsoc 
the father renounced his child [datJ and that child rejected 
pone f::eder, and::et nextan::eIc freond wiiJsoc oores, 
the father [acc] and at last each friend refused another[genJ 
'the father renounced his child, and the child rejected the father, 
and then all friends refused each other' (/EIS i. 23. 110) 
b. gefylgdon hine vel him 
followed him [ace] or him [datJ 
'they followed him or him' (Lindisf. Gosp. [Plank (1983)J) 
The above examples clearly show that a verb varies in assigning a case 
to its direct object without involving any important difference in 
grammatical relationship and meaning in kind. How can we explain these 
alternative case markings for the same verb? Should we say that it is just 
a free variation which doesn't make any significant difference? One might 
argue that such alternations in OE object case marking come from 
uncertainties in the use of OE object cases and that they especially reflect 
the loss of case distinction in relatively late texts. However, this does not 
seem to be the case, since such variation in object cases is extremely 
pervasive in the early OE period and characteristic even of other early 
Germanic languages (Plank 1983: 246). 
Although grammatical roles and functions are variably encoded in OE 
cases, there are two rigid distinctions among OE NPs with respect to their 
cases and governors. Above all, there is a strict distinction among the NP 
arguments of a verb, especially between accusative NPs and NPs in other 
cases, which can be clearly seen in their behavior in passivization.7 OE has 
a syntactic passive like ModE.8 The norm for this OE passive is that the 
7 This strict distinction between accusative and other cases can also be applied to 
NP arguments of prepositions since OE P-V CVs such as ymb-sprecan, ymb-Iocian, 
wip-springan, wip-f/eogan, etc. whose sole arguments come from the prefix will 
show the same difference in passivization. That is, even though a prepositional 
argument cannot be passivized at all in OE, an inherited argument (from P) in P-V 
CV s does not have any problem with passivization even in OE. 
80E has two ways to represent the passive. That is, besides the syntactic passive, 
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accusative object of the active verb becomes the subject of the passive for 
the so-called personal passive, as in (8a). Otherwise, the impersonal passive 
is the rule. That is, when an active verb takes a dative or genitive NP 
object, the NP has to remain in the oblique case without becoming the 
subject of the passive sentence, as in (8b) and (&). 
(8) a. he mid eotenum wear on feonda geweald 
he [nom] among giants became into enemy's power 
foro forlacen 
further betrayed 
'among the giants, he was welI betrayed into the power of the 
enemy' (Beo 902-903) 
b. Him weorpeo blred gifen! 
him [dad became glory given 
'he was given glory' (Christ 877) 
c. Fororem se oe his rer tide ne tiolao, 
because his [gen] before time not provide (for) 
ponne bio his on tid untilad, 
then (it) is his [gen] on time unprovided 
'because they wilI not provide for him before time it wiIl be 
unprovided in respect of him when the time comes' 
(Bo 67. 11 [MitchelI 1985: §849])9 
This distinction between accusative NPs and dative or genitive NPs must 
have been extremely strong since no reasonable evidence has been found 
that this rule has exceptions. Thus, OE does not even have the indirect 
passive (i.e., the passive type I was told a story), which means only an ac-
cusative NP can become a passive subject. Clear examples of the indirect 
there is one OE verb which has a synthetic passive, that is, rotte 'is (was) called'. 
On the other hand, Impersonal man for indefinite agency is often used in the 
nominative singular with an active verb form as an equivalent of the passive voice. 
9 Although the OE verb ti( o)lian 'to strive after, provide (for)' takes genitive, 
example (&), which Mitchell provides as an example of the impersonal passive for a 
genitive object, may be problematic because the word untilad 'unprovided' can be 
regarded as an adjective rather than a past participle. Unlike the impersonal passive 
for the dative object, clear examples of the impersonal passive for the genitive object 
seem to be rare (McLaughlin 1983: 62). This rareness is compatible with the 
distinction between the dative case and the genitive case, which is reflected in the 
obliqueness hierarchy proposed in (13). 
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passive begin to appear in the late 14th century and they remain rare until 
late in the 15th century (Mustanoja 1900: 440-1, Denison 1993: ch. 6), as in (9): 
(9) a. Item as for the Parke she is a lowyd Every yere a dere and xx 
Coupull of Conyes and all fewell Wode to her necessarye To be 
Takyn in a Wode callidde Grenedene Wode. 
'Item: as for the park, she is allowed a deer each year and 
twenty pairs of rabbits and all fuel wood [= firewood] nec-
essary for her, to be taken in a wood called Greendene Wood' 
(1375 Award Blount in ORS 7.205.30 [Denison 1993: 110]) 
b. playnly pu art forbodyn bope 
plainly you are forbidden both 
(?c1450 (?aI400) Wyc1. Clergy HP 383.34 [Denison 1993: 111]) 
This distinction in the passivization possibilities of verbal arguments is 
also maintained even when one and the same verb has two different sets of 
NPs as its arguments, as in the examples below. Note that the different 
argument structures are associated with different meanings of the verb, 
which are illustrated in (10) and (11), respectively.lo 
(10) ojteonl 'to take/deny a thing [ace] from/to a person [dat]' 
a. ... pret Clam godum pe hit gehealdan willaCl, 
... that to the good [pVdat] who it to hold wish, 
ne sy ojtogen seo gastlice deopnyss 
not may-be denied the spiritual profoundness [nom] 
' ... that to the good (people) who wish to hold it, the spiritual 
profundity may not be denied' (lECHom ii. 96.4) 
b. Cle biCl seo bodung ojtogen 
you [dat] is the message [nom] denied 
'the preachin shall be denied to you' (lECHom ii. 530.30) 
(11) ojteonz 'to deprive a person [dat] of a thing [gen]' 
a. . .. ac him wres CIa ojtogen re1ces fodan six dagas 
... but them [dat] was then deprived everyfood [gen] six days 
' ... but then they were deprived of all food for six days' 
(lECHom i. 570.30) 
10 The examples are from Mitchell (1985: §858) but the ModE translation is mine. 
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b. Blind sceal his eagna polian, 
blind must his eyes dispense with, 
oftigen bip him torhtre ~ 
deprived is him [dat] clear vision [gen] 
'a blind man must dispense with his eyes (and) he is deprived 
of clear vision' (Max i. 39) 
On the other hand, OE has another conspicuous distinction between verbal 
arguments and prepositional arguments, which is also clearly revealed in 
passivization. That is, passivization in OE is allowed only for a verbal 
argument. In other words, there is no prepositional passive in OE, at least, 
not in the same form as the ModE prepositional passive. Thus, OE does not 
have the passive type He was laughed at. This type of passive begins to 
appear about 1225, but remains rare until the end of the 14th century 
(Denison 1985, 1993: ch.7),l1 
(12) a. Bot nu an am i after send 
'but now when I am after sent (= sent for)' 
(a1400 (a1325) Cursor 14216 [Denison 1993: 126]) 
b. Litel is he louid or lete by pat suche a lessoun techip 
'he is little loved or thought of who teaches such a lesson' 
(c1400 (a1376) PP!. A (1) 11. 29 [Denison 1993: 126]) 
In sum, there were two strict distinctions among OE NPs: one is among 
the NP arguments of the same head or governor with respect to their cases 
and the other is between verbal arguments and prepositional arguments. We 
might give the label .Q to the property that makes possible this distinction 
among OE NPs and then we can say that the easier it is for an NP to be 
passivized, the less .Q that NP is. Then by using this property .Q, we can 
describe the above two distinctions among OE NPs with respect to their 
morphological cases and governors as follows: first, accusative NPs are less 
than .Q dative or genitive NPs, and second, regardless of their cases, NPs 
are less .Q when they are verbal arguments than when they are 
prepositional arguments. 
II The prepositional passive is not found in what Denison calls "Standard Average 
European," which still has different morphological cases for NPs just as in OE, 
though there is something similar in mainland Scandinavian languages (Denison 1993: 
125). 
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2.2. An Obliqueness Hierarchy among Old English NP Arguments 
The property .Q or the distinction among OE NPs in terms of .Q seems 
to be very closely related to the notion of 'obliqueness'. The notion of 'ob-
liqueness' can roughly be defined as follows: the less oblique an NP argu-
ment is, the more central it is for the meaning or relationship expressed by 
the head (Le., verb) of the relevant VP and the more likely it is for it to be 
selected by the head.12 
Above all, OE accusative NPs are more likely to be selected by a verb 
than dative or genitive NPs. According to Mitchell (1985: §1092),l3 OE has 
a very small number of verbs (about 180 verbs in his list) which take 
genitive or dative, whereas there are a great number of transitive verbs, 
which can take accusative alone or along with other cases. That is, the 
accusative case is much more likely to be selected by a verb than any 
other object cases and thus accusative NPs can be considered less oblique 
than dative or genitive NPs. 
Similarly, the common object case (= [ACC]) in ModE, which roughly 
corresponds to accusative in OE, can be considered less oblique than 
prepositional dative (= [DAT]) and genitive (= [GENJ), which are often 
represented by for+ or to+NP phrases and of+NP phrases, respectively (i.e., 
periphrastic dative and genitive (Mustanoja 1960: 74, 95)), because the 
direct object is much more likely to be selected by a verb and also because 
when an NP [ACC] (usually as a direct object) and a pp [DAT/GEN] occur 
together, the NP [ACC] is obligatory, while the prepositional dative or 
genitive NP is often optional. 
On the other hand, it seems to be generally admitted that verbal 
arguments are less oblique than prepositional arguments in the sense that 
they are more central for the relationship expressed by the head verb of a 
sentence and more likely to be selected by the head. Thus, prepositional 
phrases (PPs) in ModE are usually less central and often optional and 
prepositional arguments are more difficult to passivize than verbal 
arguments. This is still true even when along with a verbal argument a PP 
12 Although the notion of obliqueness has been quite widely asswned or employed 
in many linguistic studies, its definition does not seem to have been clearly given in 
any previous studies. 
13 Visser (1963-73: §§323, 378-392) shows a similar list of OE verbs which take 
dative or genitive. 
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can be selected as a complement by the head verb, as in John gave a book 
to Mary, because for most native speakers, the omission of the pp (to 
Mary) is more tolerable than that of the verbal argument (a book), not to 
mention the difference in passivization. 
Moreover, among prepositional NP arguments, NPs indicating 'time' (e.g., 
at the time) seem to be very difficult to passivize or to move out of pp to 
leave their governor (i.e., preposition) stranded in wh-relative clauses, 
whereas NPs indicating 'place' are relatively easy to passivize (e.g., The 
room was slept in) or can easily bring about prepositional stranding in 
wh-relative clauses.l4 This likeliness of being passivized seems to be closely 
related to the obliqueness of an NP, because prepositional arguments indi-
cating 'place' can be considered less oblique than those indicating 'time' in 
the sense that the former can be selected by some verbs such as put, while 
few verbs subcategorize for the latter. 
In short, the property Q, which made possible the strict distinctions 
among OE NPs with respect to their morphological cases and governors, is 
closely related to the obliqueness of NPs. Since the distinctions among OE 
NP arguments so far considered are based on passivization possibilities, 
which in turn are often related to the notion of 'obliqueness,'15 let us say 
that the easier it is for an NP to be passivized, the less oblique that NP is. 
Thus, in terms of the notion of obliqueness, the distinctions among OE NPs 
can be described as follows: first, accusative NPs are less oblique than 
dative or genitive NPs, and second, regardless of cases, verbal arguments 
are less oblique than prepositional arguments. On the basis of this gener-
alization about OE NPs and their relative obliqueness, I propose the follow-
ing 'obliqueness hierarchy' (OH) among OE NP arguments with respect to 
their cases and governors:16 
14 For the difference in prepositional stranding, compare This is the place which I 
ate dinner at with ??This is the time which I ate the dinner at. 
15 For example, Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar assumes that passive is an 
operation on grammatical relations that demotes (the least oblique) subject arguments 
and, in many cases, additionally promotes more oblique syntactic dependents (e.g., the 
second least oblique, primary objects in English) to subject status (Pollard & Sag 
1994: 119). This relational view of passivization is shared by many theoretical 
frameworks such as Relational Grammar (Perlmutter & Postal Hf77, 1983), Arc Pair 
Grammar (Johnson & Postal 1980, Postal 1986), Lexical Functional Grammar (Bresnan 
1982a, 1982b), Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (Gazdar 1982, Gazdar et al. 
1985) and Categorial Grammar (Dowty 1982a, 1982b). 
16 The representation of the grammatical relation by means of relative obliqueness 
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(13) Obliqueness Hierarchy of Morphological Cases for Old English NP 
arguments 17 
a. Nom (subject) < Acc < Dat S; Gen 
b. Verbal arguments < Prepositional arguments 
2.3. An Enriched Interpretation of the Case Feature for Old 
English Verbs 
Compounding, in this paper, is defined as "the creation of new words 
through a more syntactic combination of pre-existing (full) words" 
(Anderson 1992: 399). This typical definition, above all, means that the 
original fundamental syntactic and semantic relationship which holds 
between the two relevant component elements (i.e., V and P) of a P-V CV 
is maintained after compounding. That is, even though compounding can 
often bring about some change in the syntactic or semantic relationship 
between two components, the change usually involves the addition of a 
certain degree of abstractness but not a change in the original core 
relationship itself. Thus, we define P-V CV s in OE as compounds that 
result from combining an independent preposition and an independent verb. 
As noted in Section 1, when P and V combine to form a P-V CV, the 
original NP object of P can become an argument of the CV. In this case, a 
given complex word can be considered a P-V CV only when the prefix has 
a pre-existing counterpart preposition which is closely related in form and 
meaning, while the basic meaning of the simplex verb is maintained. 
can be found in many studies including Keenan & Comrie (1977, 1979), Comrie (1981: 
148-155), and Pollard & Sag (1987: 67-72, 117-121, 1994). Note, however, that their 
hierarchies mainly based on grammatical functions are difficult to properly apply to 
the NP arguments which have the same grammatical function (i.e., the direct object) 
but alternative case markings, as is shown in (5)-(7). Thus, relative obliqueness here 
is defined with respect to the mOrPhological cases of NP arguments rather than their 
grammatical roles or functions. 
17 Casei < Case.2 means that Casei is less oblique than Case.2. Note that although 
passivization possibilities involve only non-subject cases, the nominative subject case 
is also included in the OH. This is mainly because passivization is generally an 
operation involving the subject and an object (of a verb) and the subject is often 
considered the least oblique in many syntactic frameworks. The distinction in 
obliqueness between dative and genitive is not as clear as the distinction between 
accusative and other object cases. The hierarchy (Oat S; Gen) mainly reflects the 
relative frequency of each case and relative passivization possibility. This seems to be 
also the case between ModE prepositional dative (to NP) and genitive (of NP). 
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Furthermore, an argument of a P-V CV can be determined to come from 
P only when we have enough evidence for the original subcategorization of 
that NP argument by P in terms of their semantic relationship and in many 
cases, the case government as well, and when it is clear that the argument 
does not come from the simplex verb. What this means is that at least in 
the case of P-V CVs, in order to say anything reasonable about the inheri-
tance of an argument and its case, the basic pattern of the semantic 
relationship expressed by V and P should be maintained after V and P 
combine to form a P-V CV even if the CV comes to have a degree of ab-
stract or figurative meaning through compounding. This is because only 
when there is a sufficient degree of transparency in the semantic and syn-
tactic structure, can there be an objective criterion for determining the in-
heritance of the argument (and its case) in OE P-V CVs)8 
Note that in spite of the inconsistent encoding of kinds of meaning or 
grammatical relationship in OE object cases, the distinction among cases or 
the relative obliqueness of NPs encoded in cases is very systematic and 
regular, because, as we already have seen, this difference in obliqueness 
among NPs is unexceptionally applied in determining the passivization pos-
sibilities of NP arguments. Thus, it is very likely that the obliqueness of 
NPs is more likely to be maintained in P-V compounding than any other 
semantic information. 
There are several other reasons why the compounding of V and P in OE 
would not change the fundamental semantic relationship, especially the rela-
tive obliqueness among NPs. Above all, as we have already considered, 
prepositional arguments are more oblique than verbal arguments regardless 
of the cases involved. Then, it would be very unlikely for a transitive verb 
to subcategorize for (as its original complement) an argument which is less 
central for the meaning involved while, through compounding, inheriting a 
more central argument from other less central parts of a given sentence. On 
the contrary, the original argument of a simplex verb should still be more 
important or central for that verb and less oblique than the inherited 
prepositional argument even after V and P combine to form a P-V CV as 
long as the basic pattern of the original semantic structure is maintained. 
This conclusion would be more plausible if we consider that there was a 
18 This might seem to be circular, but it is not, because my argument is based on 
morphology. Above all, what is clear is that only when there is a sufficient degree of 
transparency, at least, in the meaning of V and P, can we reasonably say anything 
about the subcategorization inheritance in P-V CV s. 
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higher degree of semantic and/or morpho-syntactic transparency in OE P-V 
CV s than in ModE P-V CV s)9 
In this connection, there is one important thing about maintaining the 
obliqueness hierarchy (OH) among NPs especially when V inherits its 
second argument through P-Vt compounding. The obliqueness of an NP is 
encoded in its morphological case and the OH among NP arguments of the 
same governor is determined solely by their morphological cases, whereas a 
verbal argument is less oblique than a prepositional argument, regardless of 
their morphological cases. Thus, if an argument of P is inherited into the 
new argument structure of a P-Vt CV, then the OH between the (less 
oblique) original verbal argument and the (more oblique) original prepo-
sitional argument should be maintained in the new argument structure and, 
therefore, the case selected for the inherited prepositional argument should 
be one which does not change the original relative obliqueness between the 
two NP arguments. I believe that what is important here is maintaining the 
OH between the two NP arguments rather than preserving the original 
(surface) case of the prepositional argument, as we will consider later in 
this paper. 
Most importantly, all the characteristics of OE NPs considered so far and 
their behavior are determined and controlled by the head (V). This is 
because it is the head itself that represents and encodes the syntactic and 
semantic relationship including the OH among its relevant arguments, by 
selecting relevant arguments of particular cases. This means that the head 
of OE P-V CV s has more significance than we have often assumed and 
suggests that the case government in OE P-V CV s can be explained by 
more properly reflecting the properties of the head as they are. 
As for OE morphological cases and their inheritance in P-V CV s, in 
particular, if a certain case is not marked for a verb in its subcategorization 
and is less oblique than the case marked for the same verb in the lexicon, 
then the case in question is very likely to be negative in the sense that it 
does not occur with the given verb even through P-V compounding, as 
long as the compounding does not involve any significant change in the 
original fundamental syntactic and semantic relationship between the NP 
arguments involved. This is mainly because P-V compounding can help a 
relevant verb to inherit only a more oblique prepositional argument, as long 
19 See Ogura (1995) for a discussion of some evidence about the transparency of 
OE P-V CVs. 
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as some other more important factor is not involved.20 Thus, along with the 
OH in (3), I propose the following enriched interpretation of the notion of 
the head with respect to the case feature: 
(14) An Enriched Interpretation of the Case Features of Old English 
Verbs 
Any morpho-syntactic case (of an argument of a verb) which is 
unmarked in the subcategorization of a verb is negative if it is less oblique, 
and potential if it is more oblique than the morpho-syntactic case of an 
argument which is specified as a marked value in the subcategorization of 
the given verb. 
(15) Informal Redefinition of the Argument Structure of Old English Verbs 21 
a. Auxiliary Verb [SUBCAT < NP [+nom], +VP >] 
b. Vi = V [SUBCAT < NP [+nom] » 
= V [SUBCAT < NP [+nom), «NP [6acc/ 6dat / 6gen))) » 
c. V[acc) = V [SUBCAT < NP (+nom], NP (+acc) » 
= V [SUBCAT < NP [+nom], NP [+accJ, «NP [l,dat / l,genJ)) >J 
d. V[dat) = V [SUBCAT < NP [+nom], NP [+dat] >] 
= V [SUBCAT < NP [+nom], NP [+dat], «NP [-acc, 6genJ)) >] 
e. V[gen] = V [SUBCAT < NP [+nomJ, NP [+gen] >] 
= V [SUBCAT < NP [+nom], NP [+genJ, «NP [-ace, 6dat])) >] 
f. Impersonal Verb [SUBCAT < (NP [-nom, + a]) >] 
= V [SUBCAT < (NP [-nom, +a]), «NP [-~, 60])) >], 
where [~] < [a] < [81 
20 In this connection, note that although a prepositional dative (e.g., to NP [DAT]) 
can be added to the ModE structure V + accusative NP (e.g., told the story [ACC]), 
as in John told the story to Mary, the accusative the story cannot be added to the 
ModE structure V + prepositional dative (e.g., spoke to Mary [DAT)), as in O[ spoke 
to Mary the movie), in which the prepositional genitive about the movie [GEN] is 
acceptable, as in I spoke to Mary about the movie. 
21 The double parentheses indicate that relevant case features are specified but 
unmarked, inverted question mark Cl,) means that relevant cases are not realized yet 
but are potential, and finally, the plus ( + ) and minus ( - ) indicate marked and 
negative cases, respectively. 
For the representation of the subcategonzation list . of OE verbs, I generally 
follow the framework of Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG) in the 
version of Pollard & Sag (1987, 1994). Note that although HPSG has no treatment of 
'potential (case) features,' there is nothing incompatible with such a proposal in that 
framework. 
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In the remainder of this paper, I will demonstrate that my proposal, which 
is based on relative obliqueness and the enriched interpretation of case 
features for OE verbs, is strongly supported by the extant OE data. In 
particular, I will show how my proposal can answer several interesting 
questions about the behavior of OE CV s, including the peculiar case 
government in wip-bregdan, wip-cwepan, and wip-standan, which do not 
seem to be answered satisfactorily in any previous studies. 
3. Evidence for the Obliqueness Hierarchy 
One clear prediction from my proposal is that if a simplex verb 
subcategorizes for only dative or genitive in the lexicon, then it will not 
inherit accusative through compounding and therefore a P-V CV formed by 
that verb and a preposition will not take accusative either even if the prefix 
(P) as a preposition can take accusative, because accusative is less oblique 
than either dative or genitive. 
In order to verify this prediction, I have examined OE simplex verbs 
which govern dative or genitive. My list of dative- or genitive-governing 
verbs is based on Mitchell (1985: §1092), which is generally considered to 
be most complete. I have considered every genitive- or dative- governing 
simplex verb in the list and checked all the relevant verbs in order to see 
if any of them combines with a preposition to form a CV which takes a 
less oblique case than the case specified for the original simplex verb.22 
22 As for the question of what prefixes should be treated as prepositions, I assume 
that the prefix (P) of the P-V CV is a preposition (only) when it has the same form 
as an independent preposition and its meaning is closely related to that of the 
corresponding preposition. Thus, although I generally follow the criteria suggested in 
de la Cruz (1975) and Mitchell (1978) in this matter, I sometimes differ from them 
about the status of some individual prefixes or prepositions, especially when the given 
prefix shows the same or similar semantic and syntactic contribution as the 
corresponding preposition. 
For instance, although the prefix on- is often meaningless and mostly 
corresponds to Old High German int- (or German ent-), which expresses the idea of 
escaping, going away, or removing something (Hall 1960, Bosworth & Toiler 1898), 
we can also find many instances of the prepositional prefix on- with the meaning of 
the preposition on '(up)on, onto, against, toward, in respect to, or according to' (e.g., 
on-a-sendan 'to send into', on(be)blawan 'to blow upon/into', on-bugan 'to yield to, 
bow to', on-hlinian 'to lean on', on-sawan 'to introduce into', on-sittcm 'to seat oneself 
in', on-wadan 'to penetrate into', etcJ 
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In particular, among about 180 verbs which are known to take dative or 
genitive, there are 112 simplex verbs (i.e., 37 verbs [gem and 75 verbs 
[dat]) , as given in (16) and (17) below. I have checked all those simplex 
verbs against Bosworth & ToIler (1898), ToIler (1921), CampbeIl (1972), 
and Hall (1960). The result: none of them make a P-V CV which takes a 
less oblique case than the case specified for the original simplex verb. 
(16) Verbs [gen] and their Derivational Complex Verbs 23 
anpracian; basnian (ge-); blinnan (a-, ge~); bIissian (efen-); 
boetan; bon; dweIlan (a-, ge-, ofa-); efestan; eIcian; frestan (a-, 
ge-); (ge-)felan; (ge-)feon (efen-); frasian (ge-); fricIan; gieman; 
giIpan (for-); habban; hentan (ge-); hIosnian; latian (a-, ge-); 
locian (ge-); ge-nugen (be-nugan); nyttian (ge-); pleon; 
ge-restan; romian; sretan, sretian (be-, for-); sretnian (ge-); sciran 
(a-); sinnan; slrepan (ge-, on-); picgan (a-, ge-); porfnian; 
wredIian; wafian; wandian (a-, for-, un-); weddian (ge-). 
(17) Verbs [dat / gen] and their Derivational Complex Verbs 
andwyrdan (ge-); bicnan, bicanian (and-, ge-); bisenian, bysnian, 
(ge-, mis-); brycian, brycsian (ge-); campian (ge-); (ge-kidan 
(be-, of er-); gecIifian; cweman (ge-, mis-); ge-dafenian; derian 
(a-, ge-); dryman; dugan, dygan; earmian (of-); efnetan; eglan, 
eglian (ret-, ge-); fregnian, fagnian (ge-, on-); feligean; ge-feolan 
Similarly, although be- is often treated as an inseparable, non-prepositional 
prefix since it often gives an intensification to a verb or has a privative sense, the 
prefix shows the same or similar semantic and syntactic contribution as the 
corresponding preposition be 'by, around' in many instances (e.g., be-bindan 'to bind 
about', be-ddan 'to complain of', be-faran 'to go around', be-licgan 'to lie around', 
be-sittan 'to sit around', be-smeagan 'to consider about', etc,). Thus, this paper will 
treat on- and be- as prepositional prefixes when it is clear that they are closely 
related to the corresponding prepositions in their semantics or when the complex 
words (i.e., be-V or on-V) have the corresponding phrasal counterparts (i.e., V+be or 
V+on). 
23 The derived complex verb(s) is/are given in the parentheses following each 
simplex verb. Although many OE verbs considered here and their relevant examples 
are discussed in the remainder of this paper, the limited space does not allow all the 
verbs involved to be treated in detail. For relevant OE examples for the genitive- or 
dative-governing verbs, refer to Bosworth & Toiler (1898), Visser (1963-73), and 
COE (= Venezky & Healey 1980), which contains all surviving OE material except 
some variant texts. 
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(ret-, be-, wip-); framian, fremian, fromian (forp-); frodian; 
(ge-)fultwnan, -ian (to( -ge)-); (ge-)fylstan (to-); geocian (un-); 
gitsian (ge-); godian; gramian; heannian (of-); (ge-)helpan (a-, 
to-); hiersumian (ge-); (ge-)hlystan (under-); hreman; hwopan; 
hyrian (refter-, of-, on-); lapian (a-); (ge-)leogan (a-, for-, of-); 
libban (mis-, of er-); (ge-)lician (mis-, of-, un-ge-); (ge-)limpan 
(a-, be-, mis-); linnan (a-, ge-, b(e)-, of-); losian (ge-); lyffettan; 
magan; (ge-)metgian; migan (ge-); (ge-)miltsian; missan; 
(ge-)nepan; (ge-)nyhtsumian; ge-ortrewan; ge-ortruwian; plihtan; 
racian; (ge-)rredan (a-, be-, for-, mis-, wip-); (ge-)srelan (to-); 
sceadan; scrifan (ge-); spiwan, spiwian (a-); (ge-)spowan (mis-); 
stefnian (ge-); stelan (be-, ge-, for-); sweltan (a-, ge-, for-); 
(ge-)swican (a-, be-, from-); tidan (ge-, mis-); ge-timian 
(rniss-timian); trucian (ge-); (ge-)pancian; pegan; pegnian (ge-, 
under-); peowan, peowian (be-, ge-, ni(e)d-); (ge-)pingian 
(for(e)-, op-); (ge-)pwrerian (a-, mid-); (ge- )pyncan (mis-, of-, 
on - ); (ge-)unan (of-); (ge-)wifian; wrixIan (be-, ge-). 
Some interesting results from the investigation of the target data are the 
following. First, it has been found that most of the target verbs do not 
form many compound or complex verbs. Thus, as the lists given in (16) 
and (17) above show, they usually have no more than one or two 
derivational complex verbs, which in most cases are not P-V CV s but just 
combinations of an inseparable prefix (e.g., a-, ge-, mis-, etc.) and a given 
simplex verb. Note that this unproductivity in compounding is well predicted 
by the proposed interpretation of case features, because dative- or 
genitive-governing simplex verbs have only genitive or dative as their 
potential case(s), as is shown in (15). This becomes more interesting if we 
note that many intransitive or accusative-governing simplex verbs form a 
lot of complex verbs, many of which are P-V CV s, as follows: 24 
24 The productivity of a Vi and Vt in compounding is also predicted by the given 
proposal. For example, a Vi has as its SUBCAT value "V [SUBCAT < NP [+nomJ, «NP 
[l.acc / l.dat / l.gen])) > J" and so it has an accusative, dative or genitive NP as its 
potential argument, which can be provided by almost any OE preposition and its 
object NP without destroying the original relative obliqueness among the NP 
arguments involved. 
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(18) Old English Intransitive Verbs and their Derivational Complex 
Verbs 
a. cuman 'to come' 
a-, an-, be-, for-, fore-, forp-, ge-, in-, of-, ofer-, ofer-be-, 
on-be-, ongean-, purh-, to-, to-be-, under-, up-cuman 
b. avepan 'to say, speak' (also as a transitive verb) 
a-, refter-, be-, bi-, for-, fore-, ge-, hearm-, on-, onbe-, 
onge-, to-, wip-, wearg-, wiper-, yfel-cwepan 
c. faran 'to travel' 
a-, be-, for-, forp-, ge-, geond-, in-, of-, ofer-, on-, op-, 
purh-, to-, ut-, wip-, ymb-faran 
d. gangan 'to go' 
a-, ret-, be-, bi-, for-, fore-, forp-, ful-, ge-, in-, of-, ofer-, 
on-, ongean-, purh-, to-, under-, Up-, ut-, wip-, ymb-, 
ymbe-gangan 
(19) Old English Monotransitive Verbs and their Derivational Complex 
Verbs 
a. don 'to do, make' 
a-, be-, for-, ge-, in-ge-, of-, of-a-, ofer-, on-, on-ge-, Op-, 
to-, to-ge-, un-, under-, up-a-, ut-a-, wel-, yfel-don 
b. habban 'to have' 
a-, ret-, be-, for-, ge-, of-, on-, wip-, wiper-, ymb-habban 
c. healdan 'to hold' 
a-, ret-, an-, be-, for-, ge-, mis-, of-, ofer-, on-, op-, to-, 
ymb-healdan 
d. settan 'to set, place' 
a-, an-, be-, bi-, for-, fore-, ge-, m-, of-, ofer-, on-, to-, 
un-, wip-, ymb-settan 
Second, none of the P-V CVs which come from the given dative- or 
genitive-governing verbs have turned out to take a less oblique case (i.e., 
accusative) than the case specified for the relevant simplex verb. For 
example, ge-feolan 'to stick to', which is one of the dative-governing OE 
verbs, has be-feolan 'to apply oneself to' as a derivational complex verb and 
this complex verb be-feolan never takes an accusative NP object but 
always takes a dative NP object, as in (21): 
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(20) ge-feolan 
a. Swa mycele ma he gefealh mid geornnysse!>am gebedum 
so much more he stuck to with zeal the prayers [dat] 
'thus, he stuck to the prayers much more zealously'(GD i. 74.14) 
b. he pa se halga wer gefealh his gebede mycle 
he then the holy man stuck to his prayer [dat/gen] much 
geornlicor, ponne he rer gewunode 
more zealously than he before got used 
'then he adhered to his prayer much more zealously 
than before he got used to it' (GD ii. 125.28) 
(21) be-feolan 
a. Ne mreg ic orere stionysse be-feolan, pe ou 
not can I the severity [dat] apply myself to, 
me totihst; 
me urge 
to which you 
'I cannot submit to the strictness to which you urge me' 
(JECHom ii. 374.15) 
b. eall sio gioguo oe nu is on Angeleynne friora monna, 
all the youth who now 
oara oe oa speda hrebben 




England of free men 
hie orem 
they it [dat] 
be-feolan mregen sien to liornunga oofreste, 
devote themselves to can be to learning set 
'all the young people who are now in England of free men, 
who are rich enough to be able to devote themselves to it, 
should be set to learning' (CP 7.11) 
The case government of be-jeolan is interesting because although its 
prefix be- as a preposition can take an accusative NP object, along with a 
dative object, as in (22) below, (and therefore its government of accusative 
case is expected), the complex verb itself never takes an accusative object. 
(22) be 
a. Gregorius awrat be 
Gregory wrote about 
gehaten, 
called 
sumum geoyldigan were, 
some patient man [dat] 
Stephanus 
Stephen 
'Gregory wrote of a patient man, named Stephen' 
(JECHom ii. 546.14) 
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b. Nu is to besceawigenne humeta se lEIrnihtiga God, 
now is to consider why the Almighty God 
be his gecorenan and oa gelufedan oenas,... geoafao pret 
about his chosen and the beloved servants [acc] allows that 
hi mid swa micc1um witum beon fomumene and 
they with so many pains be destroyed and 
tobrytte .. . 
broken .. . 
'now it is to be considered why the Almighty God allows that 
his chosen and beloved servants, ... be destroyed and broken 
with so many pains' (lECHom i. 486.17) 
One may want to argue that the limited case government in which 
be-feolan never takes an accusative object is due to the fact that the 
preposition be doesn't often take an accusative object (cf. Mitchell 1985: 
§1l83). However, such an argument will be difficult to maintain if we 
consider the case government of other derivational P-V CVs of ge-feolan. 
In fact, ge-feolan has two other derivational P-V CV s ret-feolan 'to adhere 
to' and wip-feolan 'to devote oneself to' and both of them always take a 
dative NP object, as in (23) and (24), respectively: 
(23) ret-feolan 
a. IEt-feole min tunge freste gQill].!ll 
adhered to my tongue firmly entertainment [dat] 
'my tongue firmly adhered to entertainment' (PPs 136.5) 
b. Eow is micel oearf oret ge swa ret-feolan 
to you is much necessary that you so apply yourselves to 
ut orere lare, 
outwardly the teaching [dat] 
'it is very necessary that you so apply yourselves outwardly to 
the teaching' (CP 375.5) 
(24) wip-feolan 
pa he oa ongeat oret he orere godspellican lare 
when he then perceived that he the evangelical teaching [dat] 
geome wip-fealh 
eagerly applied himself to 
'when he perceived that he eagerly devoted himself to the 
evangelical teaching [dat]' 
(Bosworth & ToIler 1898, p.l253: wip-feolan)25 
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Note that although neither of the above two P-V CV s take an accusative 
object, either of the prefixes let- and wip- of the two P-V CVs as a 
preposition can take an accusative NP object, along with other cases, as in 
(25) and (26) below. Moreover, their accusative case government is well 
attested. 
(25) let 
a. le het eow mine frynd, foroan oe ic eow cydde 
I called you my friend because I to youmade known 
ealle (la oing pe ic let minum Freder gehyrde. 
all the thing that from my Father [dat] heard 
'1 have called you my friends, because I have made known unto 
you all the things that I have heard from my Father' 
(lECHom ii. 524.8-9) 
b. pret seo is nu get let bisne andweardan dreg 
that it is now yet at this present day [ace] 
mid manegum godcumdum wuldrum swipe healice geweorpod 
with many divine glories very highly honored 
for mana eagum. 
before men's eyes 
'that at this present day it is still very highly honored with 
many divine glories before the eyes of men' (BlHom 125.16-18) 
(26) wip 
a. Ac hwret is pret prem men sy mare pearf to pencenne 
but what is that for the man is more needful to think 
ponne embe his sauwle pearfe, & hwone se dreg cume 
than about his soul's need and when the day comes 
pe he sceole wiG ",;em lichomon hine gedrelon, 
that he must from the body [dat] himself separate 
'but what is more needful for a man to think of than about his 
soul's need and of the day that comes when he must separate 
himself from the body?' (BlHom 97.18-21) 
25COE (= Venezky & Healey 1980), which is known to contain almost all surviving 
OE material, does not have any example of this CV. The sole example in which the 
CV takes dative is found in Bosworth & Toiler (1898). 
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b. and he genealrehte 
and he approached 
of deaoe arrerde, 
from death raised 
!>one sooan God 
the true God [ace] 
pam lifleasan men, and hine 
the lifeless man and him 
purh his Clingrredne 





'and he approached the lifeless man and raised him unworthy 
from death through his intercession with the true God' 
(lECHom ii. 504.35) 
The case government of the three derivational P-V CV s of the 
dative-governing verb ge-jeolan will be more interesting if we note that 
many P-V CVs fonned by an intransitive simplex verb and a preposition 
often take an accusative NP object. Thus, the P-V CV jor-jaran, which 
comes from the preposition jor(e) [dat/ace] 'before' and the intransitive verb 
jaran 'to go', takes an accusative NP object, as in (TO, and the P-V CV 
purh-creojXlJl, which comes from the preposition purh [dat/acc) 'through' 
and the intransitive verb creopan 'to creep', takes an accusative NP object, 
as in (28). 
(27) jaran and jor-Jaran 
a. hyra gehwylc jaran scolde to lreranne 
their each go should to teach 
'each of them should go to teach' (BIHom 229. 5) 
b. wolde hine jor-jaran 
would him [ace] destroy « before-go) 
'(he) wished to destroy him eagerly' 
geome 
eagerly 
(WHom 222. 48), 
(28) creojXlJl and purh-creojXlJl 
a. he nrefp his fota 
he not-has his feet 
geweald and onginp creojXlJl 
control and begins to-creep 
on pone ilcan weg 
in the same way 
'he does not have the control of his feet and begins to creep in 
the same way' (Bo 107.13) 
b. oret melo purh-crypp relc pyrel 
the meal through-creeps each hole [ace] 
'the meal passes through each hole' 
(Bosworth & ToIler 1898, p.1078: purh-creojXlJl) 
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This fact, together with the finding that the P-V CV s fonned by a 
genitive- or dative-governing simplex verb and a preposition do not take an 
accusative NP object, shows that the OH plays an important role in OE 
P-V compounding. 
Third, there are a few derivational complex verbs or P-V CVs which 
may appear to take a case which is less oblique than the case specified for 
the given genitive- or dative-governing simplex verb. However, none of 
them are problematic, because their simplex verbs take genitive or dative 
only when they have a special (non-default) meaning while, with a default 
meaning, they are mainly used as a transitive verb [ace], which in fact 
participates in the compounding in question. Consider the following 
examples, in which the simplex verb picgan 'to partake of' takes genitive, 
as in (29a), while the complex verb op-picgan 'to take a thing from a 
person' takes accusative and dative at the same time, as in (2gb): 
(29) picgan and op-picgan 
a. Ne wres pret wyrd pa gen pret he ma moste 
not was that fate still (so) that he more be allowed 
manna eynnes picgean of er pa niht 
man-kind [gen] partake of beyond that night 
'his fate was no longer that he would be allowed to partake of 
mankind after that night' (Beo 734-6) 
b. Him on leodsceare frumbearnes riht 
him [dat] in nation first-born child's right [ace] 
freobroClor op-pah 
own brother took 
'his own brother took his birthright in the nation from him' 
(Ex 337-8) 
This may seem to be a counterexample since the complex verb takes less 
oblique cases than the genitive ease specified for the simplex verb. 
However, the simplex picgan takes genitive only when it means 'to partake 
of' but, with the (default) meaning 'to take', it is used as a transitive verb 
[acc], as in (30) below. Note that the accusative NP argument of the 
complex verb comes from the latter use of the simplex verb, which is clear 
from the meaning of 0P-picgan 'to take a thing [ace] from a person [datl' 
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(30) picgan 'to take' 
a. He him brad sylep lond to leane he hit on lust 
he him broad gives land as gift he it [acc] in pleasure 
pigep 
takes 
'he gives broad land to him as gift, (and) he takes it with 
pleasure' (Fort 75-76) 
b. Cwrep he his sylies suna syllan wolde .. . 
said he his own son give woUld .. . 
Hie oa lac hraoe pegon to pance 
they the gift [acc] soon took thankfully 
'he said he would give his own son ... 
they immediately accepted the gift thankfully (And 1112) 
Another interesting point in this connection is that the OH is also 
generally observed in most complex verbs which are not P-V CV s but 
come from the combination of an inseparable prefix and a genitive- or 
dative-governing simplex verb. That is, as long as the basic semantic 
relationship expressed by the simplex verb is maintained after compounding, 
those complex verbs avoid taking or composing a less oblique case by 
taking genitive or dative. Thus, the complex verb mis-limpan 'to turn out 
badly for someone: which comes from the dative-governing simplex verb 
iimpan 'to befall someone: always takes a dative NP, as in (32): 
(31) (ge-)[impan 
a. Hu lomp eow on lade leofa 
how befell you [dat] upon voyage dear 
'how did you fare, dear Beowulf .. , ?' 
b. Him orer wirse ge-iamp 
him [dat] there worse befell 
'something worse happened to him there' 
(32) mis-iimpan 




a. Ac se pe geo 





him mai sone mis-limpe 
him [dat] may soon turn out unfortunately 
'but he who goes into fight without a leader, it may soon turn 
out badly to him' (Lamb.Hom 243.18) 
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b. lEfter Clrem Cle 
after 
him swa 
him [dat] so 
hie angunnan hit witan 
they began it to know 
oftrrecllice mis-lamp 
frequently went amiss 
'after it turned out baclly to him so often, they began to know it' 
(Or 164.24) 
In short, the results of the investigation of the relevant OE verbs so far 
considered support my proposal based on the OH. They show that no OE 
verbs [dat/gen] combine with a preposition [acc] to form a P-V CV 
[dat/gen, acc] and this strongly suggests that P-V CVs [dat/gen, acc] 
which come from a preposition [ace] and a simplex verb [dat/gen] were 
nonexistent in OE, or else present only in very small numbers. Such results 
will not be very surprising because relative obliqueness, which is the 
distinction among OE NPs with respect to the potential for passivization, 
was most systematically encoded in OE morphological cases. 
One might justifiably argue that not only do we not have intuitions about 
OE, but also that the extant OE data are not complete enough to prove any 
principle like the OH. In fact, the data in Mitchell (1985) and Visser 
(1963-73), even though they are among the most extensive collections of 
the relevant data at present, would not exhaust any type of OE verbs 
which we must examine for verifying the proposed hypothesis. However, 
the negative evidence provided in this section is strong enough for us to 
conclude that the OH is at least a strong tendency in OE verbs and their 
case government because it turns out to be valid for quite a large set of 
OE verbs which are available at the present. 
4. How to Explain Case Government in Old English 
The case government of ditransitive P-Vt CVs formed from a preposition 
and a monotransitive simplex verb is very interesting because it provides 
positive evidence for the OH. Consider the following examples: 
(33) metan 
a. (i) Hu . micle mare IS Clonne 
how much more is then 
pres monnes lichoma 
the man's body [nom] 
to metenne wip Clret mod ponne seo mus 
to measure with that mind [ace] than the mouse[nom] 
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wip (lone mono 
with the man [acc] 
'how much more the man's body can be compared with his 
mind than the mouse is compared with the man' (Eo 36.2) 
(in Ne sint hi no witJ eow to metanne 
nor are they [nom] not with you [acc/dat] to compare 
'they are not to be compared with you' (Eo 29.3) 
b. pu gedydest (l!f!t we mretan ure land 
you caused that we measure our' land [ace] 
mid rapum, 
with cords [dat] 
'you caused us to measure our land with cords' (Ps 15.6) 
(34) wip-metan 
a. hwvIcum bigsoelle wip-mete we hit? 
which parable [dat] compare we it [acc] 
'which parable shall we compare it with?' (Mk 4.30) 
b. Drihten nis na oarum mannum to witJ-metenne. 
the Lord [nom] is-not no other men [dat] to compare-with 
'the Lord is not to be compared with other men' 
(lECHom ii. 230.24-25) 
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The examples In (33) above show that metan 'to measure, compare' 
usually takes an accusative NP and often occurs with a preposition wip or 
mid 'with' and a prepositional object NP, which is usually accusative or 
dative. When the simplex verb metan combines with the preposition wip to 
make a P-Vt CV, the whole P-Vt CV wip-metan 'to compare/measure one 
thing [acc] with/by another [dat]' becomes ditransitive and always takes 
accusative and dative, as in (34). Note that one of the two (non-subject) 
NP arguments of wip-metan comes from P (nonhead) and that this 
prepositional argument is the dative NP but not the accusative NP, because 
it is what something is compared with. 
Here, we have to explain why the P-V CV wip-metan only takes 
accusative and dative on its two objects, although the prefix wip as a 
preposition takes accusative, dative, or genitive, as is shown in (4) of the 
first section. According to the enriched interpretation of OE case feature 
given in (15), the simplex verb metan [ace], whose case feature can be 
described as V [+nom, +acc, l.dat, l.gen] , has the potential for inheriting a 
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more oblique argument than its original accusative argument, and thus it 
comes to choose dative from among the actually possible options (i.e., [acc] 
and [datJ).26 
Consider the following examples, in which some specific case taken by a 
complex verb does not come from eitherthe simplex verb or the prefix: 
(35) on-avetbn 
a. pret hio krere cwene on-cwetbn meahton 
that they the woman [dat] speak-with-respect-to could 
swa tiles, swa trages, 
such good [gen] , such bad [gen] 
'that they could answer the woman with respect to either such 
a good thing or such a bad thing' (El 324) 
b. He stille gebad ares sprrece and 
he quietly waited for angel's speech and 
kam engle on-avreo 
to the angel [dat] spoke-in-response 
'he quietly waited for the angel's speech and spoke to the 
angel' (Gen 2910) 
(36) cwetbn 
a. in leohte him ea word avepao 
in light him [dat] those words [acc] speak 
'they will speak those words to him in glory' (Christ 401) 
b. 1'a cueo oaem eoro-crypple 
then spoke to the crippled [dat] 
'then (he) said to the crippled man' (Mt 9.6) 
c. Ac avelJ kin word and min cniht byo gehreled; 
but say the word [acc] and my servant shall be healed 
'but say the word, and my servant will be healed' (Lk 7.7) 
On-cwetbn 'to respond to somebody [dat] with respect to something 
[genJ' takes dative and genitive at the same time or dative alone, as in 
(35), whereas the simplex verb takes accusative and dative at the same 
26 The extant OE data seem to show that when the proposition wip occurs with 
metan, it only takes accusative or dative but does not take genitive even though it is 
possible with other verbs. 
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time or separately, as in (36), but does not take genitive. In the same way, 
on-lean 'to give somebody [dat] the loan of something [genJ' in (37) takes 
dative and genitive while the simplex lean does not take genitive but does 
take accusative and dative, as in (38): 
(37) on-lean 
a. aa metod on-lah Medum and PersWD 
the Lord lent Medes and Persians [dat] 
aldordomes 
power [gen] 
ymb lytel free, 
after little interval 
'the Lord granted 
short period' 
dominian to the Medes and Persians for a 
(Dan 680) 
b.M!: ~ on-lah se pis leoht onwrah, 
me [dat] life [gen] granted he who this light revealed 
'he who revealed (to us) this light granted life to me' (Rim 1) 
(38) lean 
a. Nres pret ponne mretost mregen-fultuma, 
not-was that then the least mighty aid 
~ him on aearfe lah ayle Hroogares; 
that [dat] him [dat] in need lent spokesman of Hrothgar 
'then it was not the least of the might aid, that Hrothgar's 
spokesman lent him in need' (Beo 1455-1456) 
b. & gaea to him red middemreht & cuoeaes him la 
and goes to him at midnight and says to him oh 
freond lih & sel me areo hlafas. 
friend lend and give me [dat] three breads [ace] 
'and (he) goes to his friend at midnight and says to him, 
behold! friend, lend and give me three loaves of bread' 
(Lk 11.5) 
Thus, we have to explain why the genitive case is used in both P-V 
CVs. One might expect that the genitive case for on-cweibn comes from 
the prefix on-. However, the government of genitive by the preposition on, 
which normally takes dative or accusative, is not well attested.27 According 
?:I But see Mitchell (1979: 40, fn. 2) for two examples in which on might be 
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to our proposal, the genitive case alone is allowed in both complex verbs 
on-cweihn and on-lean because only genitive is more oblique than the 
dative case which is specified for each of the simplex verbs involved. 
Finally, I will consider the question raised about wip-CVs in the first 
section and see how our proposal can answer the question. The question is 
why a particular case is used in a P-V CV when more than one case is 
logically possible. Consider the following case government patterns for 
wip-cwepan, wip-bregdan, and wip-standan: 
(39) Case Government of [wip-Vt] CVs, [Vt], and [wip]28 
a. wip-bregdan [dat, (gen)] 'to restrain (sb/sth) [dat] from (sth)[gen]' 
wip-cwepan [dat, (gen)] 'to refuse (sth) [gen] to (sb) [dat]' 
uip-starWn [clat, (gen)] 'to hir1d:T (stv'sth) [clat] with :resp:ct to (sth) [genT 
b. bregdan [acc/datJ 'to draw, bend' 
cwepan [acc, (dat)] 'to say, speak' 
standan ([dat]) 'to stand, become' 
c. wip [acc/datlgen] 
The above case government patterns of OE P-V CV s show us some 
peculiar behavior in their case government. When they are used ditran-
sitively, all the CVs in (39) take only [dat, gen] but they fail to take other 
combinations of cases, even though these are logically possible: (acc, acc], 
[acc, dat], [acc, genJ, [dat, acc], [dat, datJ. How can we explain the 
case-government pattern in these P-Vt CVs? 
According to the enriched interpretation of case feature proposed, no CV s 
can take an argument whose morpho-syntactic case is negative in the 
subcategorization of its head (simplex verb) through compounding. Thus, 
considered to take genitive. 
On the other hand, one may want to treat on- here as a non-prepositional, 
inseparable prefix (cf. de la Cruz 1975). However, the prefix on- here seems to have 
the same semantic contribution as the corresponding preposition on '(up)on, in respect 
to, or according to', whereas the inseparable prefix on- is often meaningless or 
expresses the idea of escaping or removing something. Furthermore, note that even if 
it turns out to be a non-prepositional prefix, we still have to explain why the two 
complex verbs take not only dative but also genitive which does not come from the 
given simplex verbs. 
28 This is based on Mitchell (1985: §§1092, 1178), Visser (1963-73: §677), Bosworth 
& ToIler (1898), and ToIler (1921). For a detailed discussion of OE P-V CVs 
including these three, see Kim (1997). 
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even if the nonhead P originally governs a certain case, if that case is less 
oblique than the marked case specified for the head, then it is negative and 
therefore cannot be inherited by the head or be percolated to the mother 
(CV). Note that in all three CVs, the dative case comes from the verb part 
(V), which is clear from the relevant meaning and the fact that the 
remaining case is genitive, which can be taken only by the P wip. 
Remember also that V [dat] is equal to V [+dat, « -acc, l.gen»] in the 
enriched interpretation of the case feature. Therefore, the only possible 
option for the second argument which comes from" the P should be the 
genitive case, which gives the argument structure V [dat, gen] for each 
P-Vt Cv. 
Then, why don't the above CVs take [acc, acc], [acc, dat], [dat, dat] or 
[acc, gen]? This can also be easily explained. Consider the following 
example again: 
(40) cweeJan and wip-cweCbn (repeated from (3» 
a. in leohte him Ea word cwepao 
in light him [dat] those words [ace] speak 
'they will speak those words to him in glory' (Christ 401) 
b. gif inc hwa ares wip-cwepe 
if you-two [dat] anyone that [gen] contradicts 
'if anyone contradicts you about that' (BIHom 71.1) 
The argument structures for cwean and wip-cwetbn are "addressee [dat], 
what-is-said [ace]," and "addressee [dat], what-is-spoken-about [gen]," 
respectively, which is apparent from the above examples in (39). Note that 
an addressee generally takes dative. Thus, once the case of the first NP 
(i.e., the original verbal argument) is determined as dative, the only 
remaining choice becomes genitive since genitive alone is more oblique than 
dative and potential in the case feature of the head verb. Also note that all 
three wip-CVs have similar semantic and syntactic structures with a little 
difference in meaning in the verb part. Thus, even though more than one 
morphological case is logically possible, we can predict the right choice. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, I have shown that relative obliqueness is one main factor 
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which, along with grammatical roles or functions, detennines the case 
government in OE verbs. In particular, I have proposed a principled account 
of the case government of OE verbs which is based on the OH (obli-
queness hierarchy) and the resultant, enriched interpretation of OE case 
features. In short, this approach, if it can be applied more generally, should 
enable us to provide a reasonable explanation and prediction about case 
government in OE, as we have seen in the previous section, and the predic-
tion could contribute to the understanding of OE by accounting for many 
evasive grammatical relationships in which OE NPs and CV s are involved. 
Old English Texts: Short Titles And References 
[*: Quoted by line. **: Quoted by page and line.] 
lECHom i, ii = Thorpe, B. 0844-46), (1971) The Sermones Catholici or 
Homilies of IElfric, 2 vols., London: The lElfric society.** 




= Andreas in ASPR 2.* 
Krapp, G. P. and E. V. K. Dobbie (1931-53) The Anglo-Saxon 
Poetic Records: a Collective Edition, 6 vols., New York: 
Columbia University Press. 
Bec Klaeber, F. (922), (1928), (1936), (1941), (1950) Beowulf and the 
Fight at Finnsburg, Lexington, MA: D. C. Heath & Co.* 
BlHom = Morris, R. (1874), (1876), (880), (1967) The Blickling Homilies, 
EETS.** 
Bo = Sedgefield, W. J. (1899) King Alfred's Old English Version of 
Boethius' de Consolatione Philosophiae, Oxford: Clarendon.** 
Christ = Christ in ASPR 3.* 
Chron = Smith, A. H. (1935) The Parker Chronicle (832-900), London: 
Methuen & Co. [Quoted by year and line] 
COE = Venezky, R. L. and A. diP. Healey (1980) A Microfiche Concor-
dance to Old English, Toronto: Center for Medieval Studies, 
University of Toronto. 
CP = Sweet, H. (1871) King Alfred's West-Saxon Version of Gregory's 
Pastoral Care, EETS.** 
Dan = Daniel in ASP R 1.* 
EETS = Early English Text Society. 
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El = Elene in ASP R 2. * 
Ex = Exodus in ASPR 2.* 
Fort = The Fortunes of Men in ASPR 3.* 
GD i, ii= Hecht, H. 0900-7) Bischof Waerferths von Worcester Ubersetzung 
der Dialoge Gregors des Grossen, 2 vols., Leipzig: Wig and (vol. 
1) / Hamburg: Henri Grand (vol. II).** 
Gen = Genesis in ASP R 1.* 
Lamb.Hom = Morris, R. 0967-8) Old English Homilies of the 12th and 13th 
Centuries, ser. 1, EETS.** 
Lk = The Gospel According to St Luke, in W. W. Skeat, ed.,. (1871-87) 
The Four Gospels in Anglo-Saxon, Northumbrian, and Old 
Mercian Versions, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
[Quoted by chapter and verse] 
Maldon = The Battle of Maldon in ASPR 6.* 
Max i = Maxims I in ASPR 3.* 
Mk = The Gospel According to St. Mark, in W. W. Skeat, ed., (1871-
87) The Four Gospels in Anglo-Saxon, Northumbrian, and Old 
Mercian Versions, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
[Quoted by chapter and verse] 
Mt = The Gospel According to St. Matthew, in W. W. Skeat, ed., 
(1871-87) The Four Gospels in Anglo-Saxon, Northumbrian, and 
Old Mercian Versions, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
[Quoted by chapter and verse] 
Or = Bately, ]. (980) The Old English Orosius, EETS.** 
Phoen = Phoenix in ASP R 3.* 
PPs = Metrical Psalms of the Paris Psalter in ASPR 5.** 
Ps = Thorpe, B. (1835) Libri Psalmorum Versio Antiqua Latina; cum 
Paraphrasi Anglo-Saxoniro, Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
[Quoted by psalm number and line] 
Rid = Riddles in ASP R 3.* 
Rim = The Riming Poem in ASPR 3.* 
Sat = Christ and Satan in ASP R 1.* 
WHom = Bethurum, D. (957) The Homilies of Wulfstan, Oxford: Clarendon 
Press.** 
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ABSTRACT 
What Really Determines Case Government 
in Old English? 
Gwang-Y oon Goh 
This paper addresses the issue of what, besides grammatical roles or 
functions, detennines the case government of Old English (OE) verbs by 
explaining what really distinguishes each OE morphological case. On the 
basis of the distinctions in passivization possibilities in OE, I propose an 
'obliqueness hierarchy' among OE NP arguments, which results in an 
enriched interpretation of the case features of OE verbs, and then show that 
relative obliqueness plays a central role in the case government of OE 
verbs. I also explain many interesting examples of OE case government 
including the question of why a certain case is used for a preposition-verb 
compound verb when more than one case is logically possible. 
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